MIRACLE DELIVERANCE

2012 Chuck Pierce Dutch Sheets Satan’s Mystical Stars & Paranormal Numbers 11 11 11

What you believe is important, false doctrines will take you to hell.

Perilous Times-The Great Falling Away

CHRISTIAN NUMEROLOGY EVENTS 11 11 2011

World Global Prayer -06/06/11... is this another Third Wave Venture with spiritual mapping of the world?

Meaning Of The Master Number 11 Occult explanation... The 11 is a highly charged version of the 2 and all characteristics that apply for number 2 also apply for number 11. The characteristics represented by number 2 usually are enhanced in the master number 11. The following are some typical characteristics of the master number 11:

The 11 is also known as the psychics’ number, it’s the most intuitive of all numbers and it represents illumination and deep insight. The 11 is also very sensitive, charismatic and inspirational.

It acts as a channel for information between the higher and the lower. In order to find fulfillment and happiness, 11’s have to focus on a bigger goal beyond themselves.

It’s seem to develop slowly, but they simply need more time to mature and prepare themselves for the bigger goals and challenges they need to face. At times, 11’s might get intimidated by the vastness of their goals and they might even lose confidence in themselves.

One of the major challenges of 11’s is to develop confidence in their abilities and that’s also the key to unlock their enormous potential...

Physical reality is a consciousness program created by digital codes. Numbers, numeric codes, define our existence. Human DNA, our genetic memory, is encoded to be triggered by digital codes at specific times and frequencies. Those codes awaken the mind to the change and evolution of consciousness. 11:11 is one of those codes, meaning activation of DNA.

You will note that seeing 11 11 frequently creates synchronicities in your life.

11:11 - 11 is a double digit and is therefore considered a Master or Power Number. In Numerology 11 represents impractical idealism, visionary, refinement of ideals, intuition, revelation, artistic and inventive genius, avant-garde, androgynous, film, fame, refinement fulfilled when working with a practical partner. Eleven is a higher octave of the number two. It carries psychic vibrations and has an equal balance of masculine and feminine properties. Because eleven contains many gifts such as psychic awareness and a keen sense of sensitivity, it also has negative effects such as treachery and betrayal from secret enemies.

Many associate 11:11 with a wake-up code/alarm as they see it on digit clocks and watches. It can also be seen as a key to unlock the subconscious mind, our genetic encoded memories, that we are spirits having a physical experience, not physical beings embarking on a spiritual experience.

The portal (spiritual doorway) to enter the occult-New Age World is filled with powerful demonic Creatures and there are many “CHANGE AGENTS” to open the occult Star Gate doorway to the Third Heaven.
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11-11-11 Wichita, Kansas
Chuck Pierce & Dutch Sheets
November 11, 2011

Purpose for Chuck Pierce/Dutch Sheets’ gatherings 11 11 11
This gathering will set in order the provision necessary for 2012... A triumphant reserve of God’s people will be commissioned to paranormally:

✓ Take out enemies of the kingdom
✓ Unlock resources and hidden potential
✓ Open pathways of increase.

✓ Network for transformation in our assigned spheres of influence

This gathering will set in order the provision necessary for 2012. Yes, they have a plan! And they are working in conjunction with the ones who are working take over the world!

FALL OF AMERICA
Financial Wizard’s key to number 11 symbolizes the Alchemical Transformation of America, and world by the hand of alchemical twins

Synchronicity...
The coincidence of events that seem related, but are not obviously caused one by the other. The term was first used in this sense in the work of the psychologist Carl Jung. (see...http://www.scribd.com/doc/62382880/Magic-Numbers-Financial-Wizards-Fall-of-America-II-II-II-02-332)
We were sent a dream from a friend early this year. “There was a gathering and Dutch was on the stage. While Dutch was speaking, he paused slightly and announced with excitement and authority, 11-11 Wichita! The crowd just went into an uproar as it seemed a much awaited event had just occurred.” The dream was sent to Dutch and Chuck and they both felt they must be in Wichita on 11-11-11.

There are many 11-11-11 events taking place all over America. Kansas will host its own…you will not want to miss this!

Sandy Newman & DeeAnn Ward
Destiny Ministries
Govern From The Heart

Speakers

Dr. Chuck Pierce has been used by God to intercede and mobilize prayer throughout the world. He is an ordained minister and serves as President of Glory of Zion International Ministries in Corinth, Texas. This ministry facilitates the vision of other apostolic ministries worldwide. He also serves as President of Global Spheres, Inc., an apostolic ministry for apostolic, prophetic and intercessory leaders.

Chuck is known for his accurate prophetic gifting, which helps direct nations, cities, churches and individuals in understanding the times and seasons we live in. He coordinates prayer for many of the major spiritual events and gatherings around the world. Chuck, his wife, Pam, six children, and numerous grandchildren live in Denton, Texas.

Known for his passion for prayer and intercession, Dutch Sheets is the President and co-founder of Dutch Sheets Ministries, a non-profit organization devoted to passionate prayer and world-changing revival. He is the author of the best-selling book Intercessory Prayer and eleven other books, including Watchman Prayer and Tell Your Heart to Beat Again.

Dutch has been in the ministry for 29 years. He has ministered in many nations and cities, preaching the cause of Christ. Dutch travels extensively, bringing breakthrough and re-digging wells of revival in this nation.

November 11, 2011  7:30 PM - 10:30 PM


Whenever men and women begin to look to the heavens, they must center in upon the sun. Sun and planet worship is veneration to the objects that God made and they are not living, thinking beings. We clearly see this nonsense explained by God in the book of Job.

Sun-God”:SHAMASH/Marduk even Gilgamesh

Egyptians call him: RAH Amon
Donald Tyson author explains, Truth about Ritual Magick the function of the sword in high magic or theurgy...

The four suits of the Tarot are Wands, Cups, Swords, and Pentacles... “Swords... correspond...to the warrior class or nobility of medieval society... “Less useful, but still necessary for high magic or theurgy which involves chaotic spirits, is the sword. This is similar in its functioning to the wand, but whereas the wand has a neutral nature, the sword is overtly offensive, projecting power to dominate and hurt... It is considered acceptable to procure a short sword, or long knife, and after thoroughly purifying it, consecrate it by anointing and prayer to its magical purpose. I use an old British army bayonet myself, which is shaped as a sword, hilt and all, and find it effective—perhaps especially so due to its military associations.”

Chaotic spirits are, expressly identified as “evil winds” which “emanate” from the heavenlies to penetrate the Earth’s atmosphere:

“Chaotic spirits, known as k’asal ik’ob ‘evil winds/emanations’ penetrate the various levels and divisions of the universe. Some of these enter the Human, Earth or Sky dimensions from beyond, others are raised, summoned, emanated or generated by the ill will of the incarnate living. Without fixed form, abode, purpose or character, these chaotic spirits accumulate, wreak havoc, weaken, sicken and destroy the incarnate living. Left unchecked these forces will ultimately destroy the fabric of the universe itself. Chaotic spirits are typically identified and cast out of time and space with all due haste by all but the most self-deluded practitioners of evil.” (Maya Glyphs)

In other words, these self-deluded sorcerers believe they are “casting out” chaotic spirits, but they are in fact summoning more evil spirits, for Jesus said:

“When the unclean spirit is gone out of a man, he walketh through dry places, seeking rest; and finding none, he saith, I will return unto my house whence I came out. And when he cometh, he findeth it swept and
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garnished. Then goeth he, and taketh to him seven other spirits more wicked than himself; and they enter in, and dwell there: and the last state of that man is worse than the first.” (Luke 11:24-26)

It would appear that the Christians involved in the Strategic Prayer Network are participating in shamanistic rituals. They have been told by their leaders that they are “shifting the upper atmosphere to one that is conducive to the Lord” when in reality they are unleashing chaotic spirits to create violent storms. Psychic control over weather patterns is an ancient skill claimed by shamans in many pagan cultures. iv

WHAT IS THE GLORY TOUR?

In our Awakening and Reformation Summit, the word of the Lord came through Dutch Sheets for a Glory Tour to be launched around the state of Florida. This tour will consist of twelve cities in which the Glory of the Lord will be released in the land.

DR. PIERCE’S PROPHECIES HAVE NOT BEEN FULFILLED FOR FLORDIA... Does the above “Tour” have a secretive mission to bring this ungodly prophecy into being? v

THE UNITED STATES / FLORIDA

Transformation of America Conference – Awaken the Nation
February 19, 2004
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Portion of Chuck Pierce’s “word over Florida” at TRANSFORMATION AMERICA – Awaken the Nation, Thursday, February 19, 2004:

“I am mounting up the waters of breakthrough for this nation. I have brought you here to this state because part of the mounting up of the waters is coming this hour from this particular state. I have gathered you together here because from this state you will cause the waters to rise again. Many will try to put their finger in this water just as the boy who tried to hold back the water stuck his finger in the dike, but I would say this water that is mounting over this nation cannot be stopped.

“There is a mounting enemy that is rising up at this time. Therefore I have drawn you together for a day such as this. In this place and at this time I will release an anointing that will cause the enemy that is mounting to become confused. The voice of the enemy will taunt, and taunt, and taunt again. The voice of the enemy will become very strong beginning in September through October. But even now that which you release in the heavens will begin to neutralize that which will come forth at harvest time.

“Harvest time is upon you, and because harvest time is mounting I must have a people with a harvest mind. I have brought you here to bring forth the first fruit of that harvest anointing, and to cause your mind to shift into a mind of increase. Many have come and said, ‘But the enemy has surrounded me and besieged me. I even feel like I am in a strait jacket.’ During these days I will untie that strait jacket and your hands will go free.

“Hear the sound as the waters mount up, for the waters are mounting and the wall that is being built against My righteousness is cracking. And within 22 months there will be floods across this land.”

CHUCK PIERCE AND DUTCH SHEETS GETTING READY FOR 2012

What further evidence is needed to see that the New Apostolic Reformation is immersed in superstition than an advertisement which appeared on the Elijah List. You can read it here for yourself. Chuck Pierce or Dr. Charles Pierce is the President of Glory of Zion International Ministries and Vice President of C. Peter Wagner's Global Harvest Ministries, which is the umbrella organization over 70 International Prayer Networks.

So we are told that there is something special about to happen on 11th November 2011. There is? The real question is: Why is Jesus Christ interested in a man-made date scale? Why does God see 11-11-11 as something special. Let's see what Chuck and Dutch think. The event is to take place in Wichita. Why? you may well ask. If the logo is anything to go by Wichita is a point of access. The arrow in the logo points downwards so one must presume this is a "point of access" from heaven to earth. In other words this is what other heretics have called a "portal". And still others have suggested that it is a point where the separation between earth and heaven is "thin". Whichever terminology is used, it is not mentioned in scripture. Do we read that the Apostle Paul ever stayed in a certain place because it was a portal? Paul actually says that: I know a man who fourteen years ago was caught up to the third heaven. 2Corinthians 12 v2. So Paul must have found a portal if he is speaking of himself, but Paul however never makes mention of a "portal". So Chuck Pierce and Dutch Sheets are ignoring scripture and their excuse is that scripture is silent on these matters. They are simply looking for a reason to hold a conference.

So what is the purpose of this gathering? Quoting from the web page: This gathering will set in order the provision necessary for 2012. So Chuck Pierce and Dutch Sheets are going to tell this gathering what they will need for 2012. But why is God interested in a man-made date? Why do they need to know what they will need in 2012? Isn't scripture enough for them? Apparently it is not. At this gathering A triumphant reserve of God's people will be commissioned. So God has some commissions to hand out. It is a big claim, but it is also an illicit claim. The inference here is that those that attend are God's people and those who don't, well ... So what can these commissions for God's people be? Let's look at them one by one. The first is to take out enemies of the Kingdom Anybody unfamiliar with dominionists may just be wondering what they have stepped into. The CIA? The MI6? A Mexican drug cartel? A suicide bombers convention? A James Bond Movie? These words are speaking of the heretical spiritual warfare of C. Peter Wagner.
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The second commission is to unlock resources and hidden potential. One of the great tests as to whether one is doing the Lord's will or not, is that resources will be made available. The NAR is keen on tithing. If one thing has reduced the understanding of faith in churches it is tithing. Who needs faith when the church has a big fat bank account? However there is never any mention that Christians are called to tithe within the New Testament. This is surely a shocking omission from the New Testament. If Chuck Pierce were to test everything that he believed the Lord had given him, he would probably have nothing to say.

The third commission is to open pathways of increase. Now, if we have to open the pathway of increase then this is semi-plagiarism at best. God will provide our needs and always has done, remember the sparrow? No Bible prophet had to arm-lock God to get what was needed. But of course, these modern apostles know better, don't they?

The fourth and final commission is to network for transformation in our assigned spheres of influence. Is this apostolic-speak for go and witness to everyone around you? No. It is apostolic-speak for go into your work place and present the dominionist viewpoint. The assigned sphere is one of seven spheres or seven mountains, comprising business, government, media, arts and entertainment, education, the family and religion. This is all such airy-fairy nonsense, bearing absolutely no relation to anything written in scripture. There is an alternative to attending a conference such as this. Why not just do as Jesus said: And pray, do not be like the hypocrites, for they love to pray standing in the synagogues and on the street corners to be seen by men. I tell you the truth; they have received their reward in full. But when you pray, go into your room, shut the door and pray to your Father, who is unseen. Then your Father, who sees what is done in secret, will reward you. Matthew 6 vv5, 6

MYSTICAL THINKING ~ TRADITIONS ~ BELIEFS ~ ESOTERIC
Releasing the future through occult creation of numbers and words.
Wizard's and witches choose numbers that have powerful meanings to them. They believe that these numbers will bring into the world existence what the number means. Numerology is any of many systems, traditions or beliefs in a mystical or esoteric relationship between numbers and physical objects or living things. The Role of Prophecy is NOT SHOWN in the Bible as men “creating with their words” things that will happen on this earth; they admit that belief if they speak words they will bring the things that they speak from the spiritual world and create them into the worldly sphere.

C. Peter Wagner and Ben F Gray wrote: “The New Apostolic Reformation is an extraordinary work of the Holy Spirit that is changing the shape of Christianity globally. It is truly a new day! The Church is changing. New names! New methods! New worship expressions. The Lord is establishing the foundations of the Church for the new millennium. This foundation is built upon Apostles and Prophets.

WAGNER'S NEW AGE STAR GATE PLAN Should Christians be operating in these paranormal activities of investigating Portals, Star gates, Digging Well Portals? Wagner and his group and the New Christian Mystics belong to the New Age and not Christianity. Yes, they do use some Christianity and talk about scriptures, Jesus and the New Age Christ.

SPIRITUAL ALCHEMY ~ HEAVENS GATE ~ Star gate Wormhole Wagner’s teaching concerning opening gates and entering Heaven’s Gate is demonic and dangerous; through powerful deceptions, these spiritual activities will steal souls. Peter Wagner, a New Age believer, presenting his spiritual alchemy to the Body of Christ, says, “In this year to open the gates, one gate that we must swing wide is the gate of change. Most of us think that the gate is a physical place that will appear in front of you. However, the first gate we must go through is Heaven’s Gate! This is where we enter boldly into the Throne Room and receive super-abounding grace so we can leap through the place of the “new” in the earth!”

What we are witnessing in this strange New Age fire revival is a blasphemous tragedy. It’s a black mark on the Christian Church, an embarrassment initiated by extremist, delusionary, unruly thugs; representing a deluded message to the world that Christians are crazy. Is there any Pentecostal leadership left that will get some back bone, stand up and stop these demon possessed hoodlums from disgracing the Holiness, sanctity and trampling on the blood of Jesus?
PORTALS, GATES AND MYSTICAL PARANORMAL POWER

Psychics, New Agers, mediums, Satanists, those who follow the occult and spiritualists are seeking power. They are looking for supernatural ways to improve conditions of possessing greater power over the minds of the average human being. They are bringing an onslaught of counterfeit faiths, including the pursuit of witchcraft and Satanism. Unfortunately, many Christians such as Peter Wagner and his NAR group have fallen under the spells of these heretical methods and demonic paranormal beings they call angels and they are seeking a new strange celestial gods.

The New Apostolic Reformation AND ITS MISSION

Is God a super duper light being that will open a gigantic star gate in year 2012 enter into the “cleansed earth” of these crazy men to be received back into the Garden of Eden that they have prepared for Him?

Is He a planet that sings and makes sounds that can heal our bodies and change our DNA? Is He God that sends created light beings called angels to lead revivals and spread ant biblical doctrines to His Church? Is He a God that has given His power that the Bible says only belongs to Jesus Christ to do miracles?

Or will He be the Sovereign God of the Bible. Jesus, who wills victorious return riding on a white horse, followed by His saints; capture their false god the Antichrist, the false prophet and the Devil and cast them into the pit?

We are waiting for the Divine One, Jesus that we preach about and know by our spirit connected to Him.

PETER WAGNER QUANTUM LEAP INTO GODHOOD WHAT’S ON THE OTHER SIDE?

Gods of the New Age … THE NEW AGE CHRIST ~ NEW AGE LIGHT OF LUCIFER

Famous Satanist Alcester Crowley’s Star Gate spirit Being Called “Lam”

And so there you have it. Well known Christians are following in the footsteps of the most famous Satanists in the world ~ Crowley’s Magical Portal that produced a mystical being by opening the Star Gate. Opening the Star Gate of Change to the Nations

Peter Wagner speaks the following New Age plan to his NAR group. “We have just returned from "opening the West Gate" in Seattle. Oh my! These "Opening the Gate" gatherings are just incredible. Different regions in our nation have different anointing and callings. We at Global Harvest Ministries felt it was strategic to gather in the Northeastern area of our nation to cry out for the gates of Heaven and Earth to align. Knowing this will help unlock the ancient sounds and paths in this nation that will produce wealth and dominion for the future generations, we would like to invite you to join us in Dearborn, Michigan for what we are calling Opening the Gate of Change to the Nations. Dearborn has the largest population of Muslims outside of the Middle East. Therefore, we will be there to pray and
Wagner continues; “This is a year to open the gates. Most of us think that the gate is a physical place that will appear in front of you. However, the first gate we must go through is Heaven's Gate! This is where we enter boldly into the Throne Room and receive super-abounding grace so we can leap through the place of the "new" in the earth! Consequently, on July 24-26, 2008 we will be convening a gathering in Dearborn to open the gate of change to realign the nations. Speakers include Peter Wagner, Chuck Pierce, Barbara Yoder, Pat Francis, and Cindy Jacobs.

Wagner’s New Age heresy resumes, “In this year to open the gates, one gate that we must swing wide is the gate of change. One can hardly turn on the news without hearing change used like a buzzword for what will save this nation. As the Body of Christ, we do not seek change for the sake of change, but so that God’s presence can manifest in a new way. The declarations and worship that we release literally change the atmosphere around us. Detroit is a key city with a distinct sound and expression that influences the very heart of our nation. This Metroplex also exemplifies a convergence of cultures and nations.

“While we are together, we want to unlock the winds from the North. Biblically, the north wind is an awakening wind. We also know that in addition to being quickened, you need to be strengthened to go through the gates. Therefore, we will have personal ministry to help you advance. So come with a mind and heart to:

- Understand the changing Church and how the Kingdom will advance!
- Understand wealth strategies as we connect Earth with Heaven and release Kingdom strategies of increase!
- Receive revelation that will cause you to think critically in critical times! (the Mind War)
- See how the iniquities in your blood resist change! (the Blood War)
- Pray in a way to reorder your day and the atmosphere around you. (the Time War)
- Determine how the Lamp stand of your region is burning! (the Presence and Glory War)
- Understand the Wealth and Power Wars that are occurring in the earth as NATIONS Realign!
- Receive a new strength to keep praying and prophesying until the harvest is secured!

Finally Wagner concludes his strange New Age announcement: “Barbara Yoder and the Shekinah Christian Church will be helping us host this gathering which will be held at the Ford Performing Arts Center in Dearborn. We will begin on Thursday night at 7:00 PM, meet all day Friday, and conclude on Saturday by noon. If you register by July 3, the cost is $50/person or $75/married couple. You can register by going here or by calling (888) 965-1099. Groups of 10 or more (registering at the same time) can attend for $40 per person by calling our toll-free number. This conference will also be available over the internet for those who cannot attend in person. Visit conferences for more details.”

I never thought that I’d see the day when “Christian ministers” would charge people to get into a meeting. However, all the Third Wave Ministers are doing it. “For the love of money is a root of all kinds of evil, for which some have strayed from the faith in their greediness, and pierced themselves through with many sorrows,” (1Tim. 6:10).

2 Corinthians 11:4
For if he that cometh preacheth another Jesus, whom we have not preached, or if ye receive another spirit, which ye have not received, or another gospel, which ye have not accepted, ye might well bear with him.

TRANSFERING GLOBAL HARVEST MINISTRIES
In C. Peter Wagner’s July 11, 2008 Global Harvest Ministries newsletter, titled ‘Alignment! Looking toward the Future’ Wagner announced that, “our desire is that Chuck Pierce, our son in ministry, become the heir to GHM”.
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Barbara Aho in an article in her article September 30, 2005, gives us a very detailed examination relating to, involving, or characteristic of magic, witchcraft, or supernatural phenomena of the “prophecies of Chuck Pierce or “Insider Knowledge”. vii

Every Christian Pastor should fall to their knees and pray for God to open their eyes to see how Satan is using these magical Third Wave ministers to accomplish his demonic plans in our nation.

[Chuck Pierce is teaching ritual magic, summoning chaotic spirits to wreak massive destruction on the United States. See "Strategic Level Sorcery." Cf. George Bush Inaugural Address: “Do you not think an Angel rides in the Whirlwind and directs this Storm?... This work continues. {The American Revolution} The story goes on. And an angel still rides in the whirlwind and directs this storm.”]

Barbara writes, “To learn what will happen next — the specific locations and nature of the impending disasters the occult societies have planned for the United States — there’s no better public source of information than the prophecies of Chuck Pierce. These prophecies should be taken seriously, NOT because Chuck Pierce and other self-anointed “apostles” in the U.S. Strategic Prayer Network are prophets of God, but because they have advance insider knowledge of these man-orchestrated events. viii

As we monitored various newsletters of Peter Wagner’s U.S. Strategic Prayer Network over the year, other “prophecies” by Chuck Pierce were noted to have curious references to specific U.S. cities and states. Turns out that, in 2001, Pierce coauthored a book of such prophecies with Dutch Sheets, titled RELEASING THE PROPHETIC DESTINY OF A NATION (2002). Apostles Pierce and Sheets then went on a 50-state tour to enlist pastors and their churches in a strategic warfare campaign to break the grip of “demonic strongholds” over the United States. Among many spiritual warfare techniques taught by Pierce and Sheets, Christians were directed by these modern apostles to call forth “angels” to bring down the mighty events that are now happening in the U.S. ix (Other Words, Christian leaders were led by these magical wizards to pray for the destruction of the major cities that they were prophesying that their god, Satan planned to destroy).

Barbara cites a “prophecy given by “Dr.” Pierce: “On February 20, 2005, I spoke in Houston. Here is a portion of the word that came forth: ‘Houston is a target for the enemy because you are a great city, a great port, a great city for revival, a great city for commerce. You are like Tyre in the Bible. [see: Masonic Legend of Hiram Abiff] There is a crisis coming toward Houston that will move the city into a different dimension of God’s presence.’
“And the Lord said to me, ‘Houston is going to be a place where My angels [evil spirits] are flooding in this year. They are going to flood in, and come in through every gate this year. [Judges 5:8] My angels are coming in through the port areas of Houston. Go to every port point this year and invite the angelic forces in. [Christians inviting chaotic spirits into Houston] If you will do that over the next ten months you will see change by the end of the year all across the city. [huge energy crisis] I am ready for the angels to come in.

Pierce continues his prophecy from “another Jesus,” “The Lord then said, ‘There’s a shift that’s gone on here. You’ve shifted. You are (now) moving from a heavenly realm. You have moved out of a vacuum of unbelief. It wasn’t darkness - it was a void - something that has been confused, that had no form that looked like it would remain formless from now until a future time. You’ve moved that out of the atmosphere here. Now you have brought into the atmosphere a faith dimension that has restored My covenant back to My people in this city.’ [Noahide Laws?] (The Lord then said that Houston would shift in July.) ‘Prepare yourself, for you will influence the nation in a time of crisis. You’ve endured the testing of covenant with each other. You’ve watched each other make horrible mistakes and yet you covenant with Me, and My blood has overcome those mistakes. You have watched some let go of things. You watched some go in wrong directions. But I’ve brought it back full circle. You have watched certain things end. Don’t judge how they ended; I was ending certain things so I can begin again. You have endured a covenant-breaking structure that has resisted My move in this city. You have endured and prevailed against a covenant-breaking spirit that overcame past generations. Now you have overcome that spirit. Just as Moses made a mistake and I restored his call, I’ve now come back full circle and said, ‘now its My Time!’ Follow Me in a new way, confront your enemies in a new way, (and) move forward in a new way. For I am going to rest in the city ... and you will know My Presence has come to rest in this city.’ [Houston learned from New Orleans/LA officials to cooperate with the Feds]

“The Lord also said, ‘And you will know I’m going to shake Galveston in a way that it has not been shaken since the beginning of the last century. But this is a time for Me to come full circle. And this time, Galveston will begin to run forward into My presence in Houston. And that which is resisting My presence in Galveston will be overtaken. I am raising up the Body in Houston to receive an outpouring of My presence. As I flood the people of Galveston to Houston, I will return them with a flood of My presence.

“Faith is now your guide. For faith will explode in the very hearts of this city and ten surrounding smaller cities of this area. This will be a faith explosion that will begin to occur because victory has entered Houston and you have gathered to receive a new anointing of grace. Walk forth with Me from this place, for I am dressing you in victory. You are turning upward. And although you do not know where this updraft will take you, ride the wind with Me and the waves will not overtake you.’"

Benny Hinn Ministries' Pastor's Conference

Releasing the Prophetic Destiny of a Nation by Chuck Pierce & Dutch Sheetz
Future War of the Church by Chuck Pierce

Chuck Pierce prophecy to Benny Hinn: "...I say now your call is to change entire city structures, I say the sword of mine is now resting in your hand get ready for you will divide this land [New Madrid fault
On August 12, 2005, God told Chuck Pierce: “Call forth the refuge cities throughout this nation. [Sustainable communities or death camps] Call them forth on the East Coast... the West Coast and the Gulf Coast NOW... God is calling forth refuge cities throughout our nation... because we are in for a season...

“This is a book that can be passed on from generation to generation...because the Lord told me that you war with your prophetic word... The Lord told me... ‘I want you to go to the north and I want you to agree with me that there is a North wind that is coming upon this land. We went there to Minnesota and stood at the head of the Mississippi and we decreed that the North wind of the Lord would begin to come to bring change to our nation. Then he said, I want you to go south and I want you to go to Baton Rouge and I want you to make a decree that the South wind that would come would be a purifying wind. And during the time of our gathering and during the time of our decreeing there, all of a sudden this purifying wind will begin to bring water that will cover New Orleans and purify this land. It wasn’t a wind that could be stopped, it wasn’t water that could be stopped. It was very, very clear, it was a very precise word. Matter of fact, after that Hurricane Ivan began to turn toward New Orleans, but it was something about this that was different. That’s why, when the Hurricane Katrina was just a tropical storm that was coming across Florida, all of a sudden Steve Schultz [founder/director of Elijah List] found this word and he recognized that Katrina’s name meant “purify." And he said this word is this now, in other words, water was coming, water would cover New Orleans. It could not be stopped... Yet we must know there is a purification taking place. ...It’s not something we want to watch, but we know that loss and trauma can also purify. Loss can produce resurrection.

[Congressman Richard Baker, R-LA: “We finally cleaned up public housing in New Orleans. We couldn’t do it, but God did.”]

“But here was a very interesting thing that happened on August 12... The spirit of God fell on us and he said ‘Call forth the refuge cities now...’ Well a year ago on August 29, when we were in Baton Rouge, and he was showing us the wind and the water that would come, he told us that Baton Rouge would become the model refuge city. He said the people would come north... He said Baton Rouge would become a refuge city. Now when he fell on us on August 12...he said ‘Call out the refugee cities of this nation.’... Call them forth on the East Coast, call them forth on the West Coast, call them forth on the Gulf Coast. They must arise and God emphatically said NOW.... Because we are in for a season of not only the North wind... because he said, Once the North wind, you call it forth, and the South wind begins to come and New Orleans starts being purified, you are going to see St. Louis begin to shake [on New Madrid fault]... God will draw forth out of the very center of this nation a breaking forth of His glory. We will see the glory of God rising out of St. Louis in a way that will shake us all because the spirit of God’s going to invade that city. Now I want to tell you that if you are from there to get ready, there is an invasion [of refugees?] that is working up towards you [from Detroit? see below], there is an invasion that is working down towards you [from Louisiana?], and across the middle of this nation there is going to be a shaking.
Call forth the refuge cities. And do you know who administers those cities? [NORTHCOM/FEMA/DHS] You, I, that's why God's called you here... It's now time for the Church to shift back to the blood and the cross (the Rose Croix?) and it's time for the harvest to come in. The healing evangelist mantle that's been there is now being extended to the Body of Christ.”

Well Dr. Pierce is seeing Satan's angels of destruction coming through the stargates that Peter Wagner group conjure up throughout America and they are destroying our nation.] We find these very extreme activities that the Third Wave religious group with beliefs and practices at variance with those of the more established main groups are no longer based upon the Lord Jesus Christ and His Word but head by Wagner/Pierce “Apostles and “Prophets” who manage its activities through witchcraft prophecies and dreams.

Matthew 24:11“and many false prophets will appear and deceive many people.”
Matthew 24:24“For false Christs and false prophets will appear and perform great signs and miracles to deceive even the elect—if that were possible.”
II Thessalonians 2:9-12“The coming of the lawless one is according to the working of Satan, with all power, signs, and lying wonders, and with all unrighteous deception among those who perish, because they did not receive the love of the truth, that they might be saved. And for this reason God will send them strong delusion that they should
believe the lie that they all may be condemned who did not believe the truth but had pleasure in unrighteousness.”

The New Testament is replete with warnings of false teachers and teachings, of lying signs and wonders, and of corrupt men who would seek to draw followers after themselves. God has not left His people defenseless. He has indwelt us with His Spirit of Truth; provided us with the example of Christ His teachings, the teachings of the apostles and all the other writings found in the Bible. There is a gift of the discerning of spirits given to some, but more importantly, there the ability to test all things and to be discerning, which is the responsibility of all believers. If the believer is to be armed against the deceptions of the enemy, and to remain free from his oppressive regime, then he must exercise discernment with continual vigilance. If this defensive weapon is seized and taken from you, then you are easy prey for any who would desire to take you captive. 1

No one is more central to this global takeover of the church than C. Peter Wagner. It might frighten you to know that through Wagner’s World Prayer Center (WPC) he is tracking thousands of ministries and churches.

“We see our task as getting people in touch with one another to form interactive, human web networks that are properly equipped to wage effective spiritual warfare. The WPC is a fully equipped nerve center with data and information about prayer needs throughout the world [which] ... networks prayer ministries, denominations, churches and cell groups. World Prayer Center website. Why is this groundwork being laid for a global network? To pave the way for the Apostolic Reformation in which apostles take control of the church and usher in the New Order church they call the kingdom of God.”

I don’t think anyone has put it more succinctly than Sandy Simpson in his forward to his article, The Agenda & Teaching of the New Apostolic Reformation. (http://www.deceptioninthechurch.com/arise.html) Simpson states that, “This agenda (the apostolic and prophetic reformation) runs through thousands of agencies and web sites. It is what is driving the Transformations movement, the global prayer movement, and thousands of other churches and organizations. What Christians need to realize is that they need to make a choice now. A majority of Christian churches have already succumbed to this Dominionist agenda foisted on the churches by false apostles driven by false prophecies from false prophets. Wagner is talking about the government of the church, under the leadership of the new foundational restored "apostles", OVERTHROWING the governments of the world. “

Recently someone sent me a DVD of one of these apostolic conferences called, 2008, Staring the Year off Right. Dutch Sheets spoke shamelessly about their (NAR) groups plans to take over. He showed a doted map of the United States with hundreds of large and smaller dots spaced evenly across the country. He explained that the larger dots showed the apostolic hubs: the teaching and training centers they had already implemented. The smaller dots showed the individual apostles that had been put in place. Underneath the apostles, he explained, would be the individual churches that would be, a local expression of the global church. He stressed that we were no longer to think in terms of our local

1 by John Green was found on P J Miller’s blog here: http://www.patholliday.com
church but in terms of the Kingdom (buzz word for the coming one world church). It might alarm you that they have deemed 2008 as the year of the “great shift” 2

CHUCK PIERCE/DUTCH SHEETS THIRD WAVE NUMEROLOGY HOW IT WORKS

The only more powerful occult number than "333" is "666". The fact that global prayer call has gone out undergirded by these occult numbers is their occult “born again numbers.”

“Christian” operating in numerology? Religious men are lacking judgment and ritualistically relating to, involving, or characteristic of magic, witchcraft, or supernatural phenomena.

Deut. 18:9, 10 "When thou art come into the land which the LORD thy God giveth thee, thou shalt not learn to do after the abominations of those nations. There shall not be found among you any one that maketh his son or his daughter to pass through the fire, or that useth divination, or an observer of times, or an enchanter, or a witch.

11 Or a charmer, or a consulter with familiar spirits, or a wizard, or a necromancer.

12 For all that do these things are an abomination unto the LORD: and because of these abominations the LORD thy God doth drive them out from before thee.

Will you follow these soul snatchers & soul scalpers? Todd Bentley, Bob Jones, Paul Cain and Peter Wagner’s apostles and prophets are the “New Breed,” sometimes referred to as “Joel’s Army. They want disconnect you from the Jesus of the Bible and link you to the Awakened Supernatural Beings they are calling angels. They tell us that these angels are from the divine realm, existing from a place called the Third Heaven. They want to take you through occultist’s eye called the wormhole, that wizards and sorceries have long sought called “Stargate of the gods.” Their witchcraft experiences will teach you about the powerful new “electrical energies” bathing your spirits with the anointing of the Ascended Masters powers of the New Age. I do not endorse these stargate films… Just for your education only.

Keep under the Blood of Jesus! Pray, bind the New Age Demons that are shown to verify the exposure of these Christian leaders.

e-mail: dr.pat.holliday777@gmail.com
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Miracle Outreach Ministries
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